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By Ted Kaye

When I assumed the interim
editorship of this publication after
John Hood died, I found that the
most difficult task wasn’t writing
up the “Flutterings” after each
meeting, or gathering and formatting photos, or soliciting and editing submissions from other members, or laying out the issue. The
toughest part was finding a good
flag quote for the lower-left corner of the front page!
I don’t know where John came up
with them, but his selections were
always spot-on. My challenge has
been to match his resourcefulness—while I’ve done so by turning to Bartlett’s Familiar Quotations
and occasional web searches, my
best source is the randomlygenerated quotes that appear at
the end of e-mail messages from
former NAVA president Dave
Martucci.

There is the National flag. He must be
cold, indeed, who can look upon its
folds rippling in the breeze without
pride of country. If in a foreign land,
the flag is companionship, and country
itself, with all its endearments.

—Charles Sumner, 1867

One problem I recently resolved:
how to avoid duplicating quotes?
(I’ve done so once—a prize for
whoever names the two VT issues
with the same quote!) A simple
author-name database fixed that.

Many quotes in Bartlett’s are patriotic, advancing a particular flag, as
opposed to those that would interest us, quotes about flags and
their use and meaning.
The authors of the 30+ quotes
that have appeared so far are
mostly American and English, as
might be expected, but with some
other nationalities (French,
Welsh) thrown in.
However, I look to the readers of
this newsletter—PFA members
and others alike—to suggest
quotes (and perhaps illustrations)
for future issues.
We meet the second Thursday of
odd-numbered months. Please
mark your 2013 calendars for
PFA meetings at 7:00 PM at the
following dates/locations:
1/10/13
3/14/13
5/9/13
7/11/13
9/12/13
11/14/13

Mike Hale
David Ferriday
Scott Mainwaring
Ted Kaye
John Schilke
Mike Hale

We’ll make sure to get timely
meeting announcements out.

If you wish to compliment the interim editor, or to contribute in the future, contact Ted
Kaye at 503-223-4660 or kandsons@aol.com. If you wish to complain, call your mother.
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Flags in Chile—A Sampler
By Ted Kaye

To make up for my missing the
last PFA meeting, I share here
some flags I observed during my
travels in Chile in October/
November. Debbie and I had
lived and worked there 1981-83.

Alternating flags of Chile and
Ecuador in the Plaza de la
Constitución—perhaps anticipating a
state visit?

The flag of the museum at Pablo
Neruda’s home at Isla Negra—
he was a diplomat and Nobelwinning poet.

Art based on the Chilean flag at the
Pablo Neruda museum.

The flag of the Club de la Union,
a venerable institution analogous to
the Arlington Club in Portland;
my prospective boss took Debbie and
me there after my interview in 1981.
The Chilean presidential flag flies
in Santiago over La Moneda,
the presidential palace.

The U.S. flag flown by our hosts.

A gigantic Chilean flag floats above
the Plaza de la Ciudadanía, adjacent
to the city’s main street,
the Alameda Bernardo O’Higgins.

Fans of the Universidad de Chile
soccer club fly flags in the main plaza
of Ancud after a big match
(even though they lost).
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Above the bridge of the ferry between
Pargua and Chacao, linking the
island of Chiloé to the mainland,
fly Chile’s flag and what may be the
house flag of the “Cruz del Sur” line.

The arms of the city of Ancud, the
second-largest city on Chiloé, stand
prominently at the entrance of the old
Spanish fort. The motto translates as
“Strong, Proud, and Loyal”.

Civic pride in the town of Dalcahue,
on the island of Chiloé—the trash bin
is decorated with a version of the
civic arms.

The flag of Puerto Montt, depicting
a traditional local sailboat, graces a
planter in the port of Angelmo.

Soon after the Chilean earthquake of
February 2010, a tsunami erased half
the only town (pop. 600) on
Isla Robinson Crusoe.
As it arrived, an alert 12-year-old girl
rang this gong, awakening the sleeping populace and saving many lives.
It is now painted with the Chilean
flag and stands in the port.

Swiss and German flags appear to
invite tourists to stay at a hostel on
Isla Robinson Crusoe, in the Juan
Fernández Archipelago.

I found the flag of Magallanes y la
Antártica Chilena (12th Region)
flying in the village of Tenaún, which
is in Los Lagos (10th Region).

The ensign of the airstrip boat—
it’s 1.5 hours by sea to the town.

The arms of the municipality of Juan Fernández,
as depicted on the town’s
ambulance.
Note the corruption of the mural
crown at the crest, compared to the
actual arms (inset).
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November 2012 Flutterings You Need to Know
In our November meeting, hosted
by Michael Orelove (substituting
for recuperating Mike Hale), PFA
members enjoyed a lively evening
of flags and related topics.
Michael presented on his third
attempt to complete a collection
of all member flags of the United
Nations. He has been writing
letters to member nations of the
U.N. asking for a donation of the
country’s flag for educational
purposes. (He gives flag presentations to schools, the local
Chamber of Commerce, Kiwanis
clubs, senior centers, and other
organizations.) To date he has
received 42 flags, some small and
some large. The latest flags he’d
received were Macedonia, Syria,
Hungary, Laos, and Sri Lanka.
The flag from Sri Lanka was a
large flag which was sewn, not

printed. On each side is the
image of a lion. The flag was
constructed from three layers of
fabric: yellow, red, and another
yellow. The lion design was then
stitched through the three layers.
Then the excess yellow fabric was
cut away on both sides of the flag
to leave the image of the lion.
It was truly a major operation to
produce the beautiful flag.
The least impressive was a tiny
flag sent by Macedonia. The
group commented on the refusal
by Greek Macedonia and Greece
to accept an earlier flag design
based on a traditional image.
Finally, comments on the Sri
Lanka flag focused on its unique
image and Michael reflected on
how sometimes the poorest
countries send the most elaborate
flags, as in the case of Bangladesh.

Host Michael Orelove holding the flag of Sri Lanka.

Patrick presented Max with excellent-quality 12x18 flags of France
and Scotland acquired at a thrift
store. Next, Patrick presented a
$3 flag from Goodwill and provided a clue: “KUO MING
TANG”. Ken guessed correctly
and received the 3’x5’ all-cotton
Taiwan-manufactured Taiwanese
flag as a prize.
Patrick’s final item was a 25question pop quiz on U.S. state
flags (see page 7). After the quiz,
Michael took on one of the questions and produced two actual
flags, Chile and Texas.
David Ferriday presented several
items, including a crossword puzzle clue asking for the name of a

Macedonian flags:
Current, proposed, and former.
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The PFA flag.

has offered to supply digitallyprinted flags at $79 each. Ted
Kaye will take orders (see below).
We thank Michael Orlove for
generously switching dates with
Mike Hale.

John Schilke et le drapeau québécois, le fleurdelisé.

flag which repeats the Arabic
phrase Allahu Akbar (“God is
great”) 22 times. This led to a
discussion of the flag of the
Islamic Republic of Iran.
John Schilke presented a drapeau
from Canada, and Patrick
correctly named it as the flag of
Québec. Comments moved
off-center to how “Québec” is
pronounced en Français, leading to
a Ken Dale commentary on how
the French “ois” is pronounced.
This led to French-pronunciation
of cities such as Nantes, Lyon,
Calais, and Paris, etc., as well as
American cities such as Des
Moines, Creve Coeur, Boise, etc.
Max reported on completing our
application for membership in
FIAV. He will represent the PFA
when the FIAV general assembly
meets during the 25th ICV in
Rotterdam, The Netherlands.

Patrick asked if the PFA would
need a 3’x5’ flag for our presentation. Discussion ensued and all
felt that $10 from each PFA
member would be acceptable.
Since the meeting, Peter Orenski

[Your editor is grateful to Ken
Dale, Patrick Genna, and Michael
Orelove, upon whose notes and
photos this article is based.]
To order a 3’x5’ PFA flag, please
hand or send $79 to Ted Kaye,
2235 NW Aspen, Portland,
OR 97210, or via PayPal to
kandsons@aol.com, by
JANUARY 10, 2013.

Texas or Chile?
In recognition of Ted Kaye’s recent visit to Robinson Crusoe Island in the
Juan Fernández Archipelago off Chile (his location during the meeting),
PFA members show the flags of Chile and Texas Which is which?
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Hoover Dam Flags
By Michael Orelove

I will turn 70 years old this
month, and as part of the celebration, my son, Jonathon Turlove,
recently took me on a four-day
driving trip through Arizona.
We flew to Las Vegas for a day,
then drove to Hoover Dam,
Meteor Crater, the Lowell Observatory in Flagstaff, Phoenix, and
then flew home.

Since Hoover Dam is on the
border of Nevada and Arizona
I took both state flags. I thought
this would be the only flag photo
of the trip. However, on the way
to Flagstaff we decided to get off
the main road and take the old
road, Route 66, for part of the
way. We planned to stop somewhere and take a photo of the
Route 66 sign when Jonathon
spotted this Route 66 flag.

Astoria’s
Scandinavian Flags
The Astoria Scandinavian
Midsummer Festival has been a
tradition on the North Coast of
Oregon for over forty years.
Celebrating the heritage of a large
part of the Astoria community,
the festival crowns a court and a
Miss Scandinavia, presents
concerts and dances, and hosts a
Beer Barn, a Troll Run, and a
Viking Tournament.
The flags of the five Scandinavian
countries—Denmark, Finland,
Iceland, Norway, and Sweden—
form a colorful backdrop to the
entire festival, flying extensively
in all the venues.
The next festival takes place
Friday through Sunday, June 21–
23, 2013. Astoria also celebrates
the Santa Lucia winter festival of
lights, usually on the Friday after
Thanksgiving, when the next
year’s court is introduced.
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What’s that Flag?
By Patrick Genna

What Was that Flag? Answers to the last quiz
By Max Liberman

This quiz was popped on PFA
members at the November
meeting.
Answers in the next issue...
Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina

Madrid, Spain

Name the U.S. state flag which...
1. has a constellation
2. has a pelican
3. has a walking bear

Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates

4. has a Union Jack
Cape Town, South Africa
(legislative capital)

5. is similar to the Dutch flag but
with a charge
6. is similar to the French flag but
with a charge
7. is based on the Stars and Bars
8. has a Confederate Battle flag

Buenos Aires, Argentina

9. looks like a dollar bill
Jakarta, Indonesia

10. has a sun as its charge
11. has a palmetto tree
12. has the letters “NC” (this
question is like the “free”
space in BINGO)
13. has a copper star
14. has a saltire (two states)
15. is pennant-shaped
16. has a buff-colored field
17. has an anchor

Ottawa, Canada

The theme that links these flags:
all are flags of national capital
cities.

18. has a torch

22. has a “diamond” (two states)

19. has a tribal shield

23. has the word “REPUBLIC”
on it

20. has a buffalo
21. is sometimes confused with
the flag of Chile

24. is truly heraldic
25. is quartered
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Portland Flag Miscellany
A quick Google Images search shows how the Portland city flag continues to influence public symbolism in our region. While adaptations of
the flag appear routine, one wonders to what extent the flag’s colors are
recognized by viewers of these logos. We ask PFA members to be on
the lookout for more such uses.

The Twitter logo of
@concertcoopPDX. Concert Co-Op:
PDX offers music news, concert
tickets, and ticket giveaways.

Flag decal from Cafepress.com.

January Meeting
The next meeting of the Portland
Flag Association will be at 7 p.m.,
Thursday, January 10, 2013, at
Mike Hale’s house, 4904 S.W.
Martha St., (503) 245-5283.
See the map at right.
We look forward to seeing those of
you who have been otherwise committed, and hear some new stories,
see some different flags, and hear
some provocative discussion.
If you can’t get to the meeting, perhaps you can give the editor something to share with our readers.

The logo of thenatureofportland.blogspot.com, by Matt Nenninger.

The designer of this entry in a 2009
logo-design contest, “Ravenbrenn”,
used the colors and some design
elements from Portland’s flag.

iPhone 4 case by FlagTShirts
on Zazzle.com.

